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PHYSICAL REVIEW D, VOLUME 60, 054027Phenomenology of single spin asymmetries inp↑p˜pX
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~Received 29 January 1999; published 10 August 1999!
A phenomenological description of single transverse spin effects in hadron-hadron inclusive processes is
proposed, assuming a generalized factorization scheme and PQCD hard interactions. The transverse momen-
tum k' of the quarks inside the hadrons and of the hadrons relative to the fragmenting quark is taken into
account in distribution and fragmentation functions, and leads to possible nonzero single spin asymmetries.
The role of k' and spin-dependent quark fragmentations—the so-called Collins effect—is investigated in
details inp↑p˜pX processes: it is shown how the experimental data could be described, obtaining an explicit
expression for the spin asymmetry of a polarized fragmenting quark, on which some comments are made.
Predictions for other processes, possible further applications, and experimental tests are discussed.
@S0556-2821~99!06415-2#










































Understanding the kinematics and the dynamics of
quarks inside the hadrons is a challenging and interes
problem. In simple quark-parton models the quarks insid
fast hadron are assumed to be collinear; i.e., their momen
is parallel to the momentum of the hadron. This assump
works well for unpolarized processes such asA1B˜C
1X which are computed, at large energy and moment
transfer pT , by the usual convolution of distribution an
fragmentation functions with a hard perturbative element
interaction, according to QCD factorization theorem@1#.
However, in polarized reactions, the contribution of tran
verse intrinsic momenta often turns out to be crucial in u
derstanding the experimental results.









measured inp↑p˜pX by the E704 Group at Fermilab@3#,
can be accounted for by introducingk' and spin depen-
dences in the distribution functions of quarks inside the
tial polarized proton.ds↑,↓ stands for the differential cros
section Ep d
3sp
↑,↓p˜pX/d3pp ; xF52pL /As, where pL is
the pion longitudinal momentum in thep p c.m. frame, and
As is the total c.m. energy. The proton spin is ‘‘up’’ o
‘‘down’’ with respect to the scattering plane:↑ (↓) is the
direction parallel ~antiparallel! to pp↑3pp . Other sizable
single spin asymmetries have been explained or predicte
Ref. @4#.
The original suggestion that the intrinsick' of the quarks
in the distribution functions might give origin to single sp
asymmetries was made by Sivers@5#; such an effect is no












takes into account soft initial-state interactions among
colliding hadrons@2#. A similar suggestion for the possibl
origin of single spin asymmetries was later made by Coll
@6#, concerning transverse momentum effects in the fragm
tation of a polarized quark. A first simple application of th
idea was given in@7#.
Qiu and Sterman@8,9# have proven that a generalize
factorization theorem holds in QCD with twist-3 distributio
and/or fragmentation functions, which take into account i
tial or final-state interactions. Recently@10# they have
computed—using a simple model for a new twist-3 corre
tion function—single spin asymmetries forp↑p˜pX and
p̄↑p˜pX processes. Their approach establishes a sound
oretical basis for simple phenomenological applications
new quantity is introduced for valenceu andd quarks which
represents a correlation between these quarks inside a p
ized proton and an external gluonic field; a simple parame
zation of the new function is fixed by fitting data and som
predictions for other observables are given.
In this respect the computation of Ref.@10# is similar to
that of Ref.@2#: also in the latter a new quantity was intro
duced for valenceu andd quarks, a quantity which require
some initial-state interactions between the colliding hadr
in order not to be forbidden by time-reversal invariance, a
the assumption that a factorization scheme still holds
simple parametrization was given and fixed by fitting t
experimental data, and predictions were subsequently m
for other processes@4#.
The main difference is that in Sivers and our approa
@2,4,5#—based on the QCD improved parton model—t
new quantity, calledDNf a/p↑(xa ,k'a) or 2I 12
a/p (xa ,k'a), has
a partonic interpretation: it is the difference between the d
sity numbersf̂ a/p↑(xa ,k'a) and f̂ a/p↓(xa ,k'a) of partonsa,
with all possible polarization, longitudinal momentum fra
tion xa , and intrinsic transverse momentumk'a , inside a
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5 f̂ a/p↑~xa ,k'a!2 f̂ a/p↑~xa ,2k'a!, ~2!
where the second line follows from the first one by rotatio
invariance. Notice thatDNf a/p↑(xa ,k'a) vanishes whenk'a
˜0; parity invariance also requiresDNf to vanish when the
proton transverse spin has no component perpendicula
k'a , so that
DNf a/p↑~xa ,k'a!;k'a sina, ~3!
wherea is the angle betweenk'a and the↑ direction.
DNf by itself is then a leading twist distribution function
but itsk' dependence, when convoluted with the element
partonic cross section, results in twist-3 contributions
single spin asymmetries. This same function~up to some
factors! has also been introduced in Ref.@11#—where it is
denoted byf 1T
' —as a leading twistT-odd distribution func-
tion. In Ref.@12# the relation betweenf 1T
' and twist-3 corre-
lation functions is explained and an evaluation of single s
asymmetries in Drell-Yan processes, originating from a g
onic background and the so-called gluonic poles, is giv
The exact relation betweenDNf and f 1T
' is discussed in
Ref. @13#.
A function analogous toDNf a/p↑(xa ,k'a) can be defined
for the fragmentation process of a transversely polarized
ton @6#, giving the difference between the density numb
D̂h/a↑(z,k'h) andD̂h/a↓(z,k'h) of hadronsh, with longitudi-
nal momentum fractionz and transverse momentumk'h in-
side a jet originated by the fragmentation of a transvers
















A closely related function is denoted byH1
' in Refs.@11,14#
and its correspondence withDND is discussed in Ref.@13#.
Again we expect
DNDh/a↑~z,k'h!;k'h sinb, ~5!
whereb is the angle betweenk'h and the↑ direction.
We first discuss here the role of the above functions, E
~2! and ~4!, in generating single spin asymmetries in t
large pT inclusive production of particles,A
↑1B˜C1X,
within a phenomenological QCD factorization model; w
give explicit expressions for the single spin asymmetries t
ing into account the leading-order contributions of part
transverse momentum~Sec. II!. In Sec. III we assume tha
only Collins effect is active—the analogous work for th
Sivers effect was performed in Refs.@2,4#—and show that it
can explain existing data onp↑p˜pX, with some possible
problems at the largestxF values; we obtain an explicit ex
pression for the function given in Eq.~4!. Such a function is
then used to predict other single spin asymmetries in Sec.
while further comments are made and future applicatio
with attention to planned experiments, are discussed
Sec. V.
II. SINGLE SPIN ASYMMETRIES IN QCD PARTON
MODEL
We write the differential cross section for the hard sc
tering of a polarized hadronA↑ off an unpolarized hadronB,
resulting in the inclusive production of a hadronC with en-
ergy EC and three-momentumpC , A















































d-If we choose thez axis as the direction of motion ofA↑
andxz as the scattering plane, then the↑ direction is along
the y axis.
The above expression is proven for collinear configu
tions, according to the QCD factorization theorem: we
sume here its validity also when taking into account the p
ton transverse motion. There is no demonstration of
factorization theorem in such a case, and Eq.~6! has to be




In our expression~6! we have explicitly shown thek'
dependence in the parton distribution and fragmentation.
usual number density of partonsa inside hadronA is given
by
f a/A~xa!5E d2k'a f̂ a/A↑~xa ,k'a!.
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(xa) is the helicity density matrix of partona in-









helicity amplitudes for the elementary processab˜cd; if
one wishes to consider higher-order~in as) contributions,








,lc8 (z,k'C) is the product offragmen-























where theXX,lX stands for a spin sum and phase-space in
gration of the undetected particles, considered as a systeX.
The usual unpolarized fragmentation functionDC/c(z), i.e.,
the density number of hadronsC resulting from the fragmen
tation of an unpolarized partonc and carrying a fractionz of















We shall neglect in Eq.~6!, due to the limitedQ2 range of





D̂; the variablez is related toxa andxb by the usual impo-
sition of energy momentum conservation in the elementar
˜ 2 process, which reads, in the collinear case,z52(xat
1xbu)/xaxbs, wheres,t,u are the Mandelstam variables fo
the overall processAB˜CX, whereasŝ, t̂ ,û are those for the
elementary processab˜cd. A similar expression holds
when takingk' into account. The elementary process amp
























The cross sectionds↓ is readily obtained from Eq.~6! by
changing↑ into ↓; in absence ofk' , collinear configurations
and helicity conservation in the perturbative QCD~PQCD!
elementary processes do not allow any single hadron
dependence and it would result inds↑5ds↓ @15#. With non-
zero k' instead, spin dependences might still remain
f̂ a/A↑(xa ,k'a) and/or in the fragmentation process of a p
larized quark.
We specialize now Eq.~6! to the case ofp↑p˜pX pro-
cesses; we keep only the leading contributions ink' , i.e., we
consider parton transverse motion only in those functio
which would otherwise be zero @DNf a/p↑(xa ,0'a)
5DNDh/a↑(z,0'h)50# or integrate to zero, and neglect
elsewhere. From Eq.~6!, after some straightforward bu
lengthy algebra, one then obtains, forp↑p˜pX:ds↑2ds↓ 5 (
a,b,c,d
E dxa dxbpz H E d2k' DNf a/p↑~xa ,k'! f b/p~xb! dŝab˜cdd t̂ ~xa ,xb ,k'!Dp/c~z!
1E d2k'8 Pa/p↑ f a/p~xa! f b/p~xb!DNNŝab˜cd~xa ,xb ,k'8 !DNDp/c~z,k'8 !J . ~10!ly
l-Equation~10! is worth some comments.
The second line of Eq.~10! represents the Sivers effec
this expression ofds↑2ds↓ is the one used in Refs.@2#
and @4# to fit the data @3# on AN , Eq. ~1!, and to
obtain an explicit functional form forDNf u/p and D
Nf d/p ,
Eq. ~2!.
The third line of Eq.~10! represents the Collins effec
this expression ofds↑2ds↓ is the one we are going to us
in the sequel to fit the data onAN and to obtain an explicit
expression for someDNDp/c , defined in Eq.~4!. Notice that














a/p↑ is the polarization of partona inside the
transversely polarized protonp↑; it is twice the average value
of the ↑ component of the parton spin. In this part on
collinear configurations are taken into account.Pa/p
↑
might
depend onxa , but we will assume that, at least for largexa
valence quarks, it is constant. The productPa/p
↑
f a/p(xa) is
the transversity distribution, often denoted byDTq(xa) or
h1(xa) @16#.































































The division of Eq.~10! into two separate pieces, corre
sponding, respectively, to spin andk' effects in distribution
and fragmentation functions, is not due to keeping only le
ing terms ink' ; the structure of Eq.~10!—within its range
of validity—remains unchanged also at higher order ink' ,
and one should only add the appropriatek' dependences in
all terms.
III. SINGLE SPIN ASYMMETRIES IN p↑p˜pX
AND COLLINS EFFECT
In Refs.@2# and @4# we have consideredDNf as the only
possible source of single spin asymmetries inp↑p˜pX pro-
cesses and have obtained an explicit expression for it
fitting the experimental data. This expression ofDNf has
been used in Ref.@4# to compute the values ofAN for p̄
↑p
˜pX, in agreement with data, and to predictAN for p
↑p
˜KX, not yet measured.
We consider hereDND as the only possible source o
single spin asymmetries and see if we can get an equ
good description of the data, obtaining an explicit express
for it, to be used in other processes. We will find that this
possible, with some difficulties, and shall comment on it







Of course, both effects—in distribution and fragmentati
functions—might be at work at the same time and be
different proportions responsible for the observed asymm
tries. By considering only one effect at a time we can obt
the maximum possible values forDNf andDND; such func-
tions could then be used in processes where only one of t
can be at work to produce single spin asymmetries, and
whether or not they give results in agreement with data.
example, in prompt photon production,A↑B˜gX @4# and
Drell-Yan processes,A↑B˜m1m2X, only DNf can be ac-
tive, whereas in semi-inclusive deep inelastic scatter
~DIS!, l p↑˜l pX, only DND should contribute becaus
initial-state interactions in lepton-proton interactions are s
pressed by powers ofaem @17#. More data are expected i
the future, from running or planned experiments at HER
Jefferson Lab, and the relativistic heavy ion collider~RHIC!;
a richer and more precise amount of experimental inform
tion might also allow a simultaneous determination of bo
DNf andDND by using the full Eq.~10!.
There is another reason to explore here the effects ofDND
alone. As we said, the functionDNf is bound to be zero if the
incoming hadrons are treated as free plane-wave st
@6,12#; this conclusion may be avoided by invoking so
initial-state interactions, different from those taken into a
count in the proof of the factorization theorem, together w
the assumption that one can still use the factorized form~6!
~see also Ref.@18#!. The same does not apply to the fragme
tation process, which requires anyway final-state inter
tions; it might be—and this has to be determin
experimentally—that the Collins effect is the main origin
single spin asymmetries.
We consider then the last line only of Eq.~10! to compute
AN , Eq. ~1!, for p
↑p˜p6,0X processes:ctds↑2ds↓ 5 (
a,b,c,d
E dxa dxbpz d2k'Pa/p↑ f a/p↑~xa! f b/p~xb!DNNŝab˜cd~xa ,xb ,k'!DNDp/c~z,k'! ~14!
and
ds↑1ds↓ 52 dsunp52 (
a,b,c,d




Let us consider Eq.~14! and notice thatDNDp/c(z,k'), Eq.~4!, is an odd function ofk' : this means that we cannot negle
the k' dependence of the other terms, and have to take into accountk' values inDNNŝ




E dxa dxbpz d2k' Pa/p↑ f a/p↑~xa! f b/p~xb! DNDp/c~z,k'!@DNNŝ~xa ,xb ,k'!2DNNŝ~xa ,xb ,2k'!#,
~16!ke
the
umewhere now the integration onk' runs only over one half-
plane of its components. The only unknown functions in E
~16! are Pa/p
↑
and DNDp/c(z,k'), which, at least in prin-
ciple, are then measurable via the single spin asymmetryAN ..
In order to perform numerical calculations, we ma
some further assumptions, following Refs.@2# and @4#. Our
first assumption is that the dominant effect is given by
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↑
to be nonzero only for valenceu and d quarks: it is
natural to assume a smaller polarization for sea qua
which, moreover, do not contribute much to the product
of largexF pions. Secondly, we evaluate Eq.~16! by assum-
ing that the main contribution comes fromk'5k'
0 where, as
suggested by Eq.~5!, k'
0 lies in the overall scattering plan
and its magnitude equals the average value of^k'
2 &1/2
5k'
0 (z). This average value does in general depend oz.
The z dependence of the transverse momentum of char
pions inside jets was measured at the CERNe1e2 collider
LEP @19#. We have made a fit to their data points. The res
















The residualz dependence inDNDp/c not coming fromk'
0








whereNc , ac , andbc are free parameters.







0 (z) is given by Eq.~17!.
Exploiting isospin and charge conjugation invariance a
assuming that a largez pion is mainly generated by the frag
mentation of a quark which can be a valence quark for
pion, one can express all functions~18!—one for each flavor




























Notice thatDNDp/c can be different from zero only fo
polarized quarks, i.e., quarks resulting from processesab
˜cd for which DNNŝ is not zero. These are the process
qq˜qq, qq8˜qq8, qq̄˜qq̄, qq̄˜q̄q, and qg˜qg, and
the correspondingDNNŝ can be computed from Eq.~13!.
As initial polarized partons, like we said before, we co
sider only u and d valence quarks. The value ofPq/p
↑
is
taken as a free parameter: given the overall normaliza









is a meaningful free parameter.Pu/p
↑
is assumed to be 2/3.
In the unpolarized cross section we take into account
leading-order QCD processes involving quarks and gluo
Expressions for the unpolarized partonic distributions a
fragmentations can be found in the literature; we have c
sen, as in Ref.@4#, the Martin-Roberts-Stirling set G
~MRSG! parametrization@20# for the partonic distribution
functions, and the parametrization@Binnewies-Kniehl-
FIG. 1. The pion intrinsic average transverse momentumk'
0 in a
jet as a function ofz. The diamonds are the data from Abreut al.








M. ANSELMINO, M. BOGLIONE, AND F. MURGIA PHYSICAL REVIEW D60 054027Kramer set 1~BKK1!# of Ref. @21# for quark fragmentation
functions into pions. These fragmentation functions are s
ficiently well established and constrained by data; other
available in the literature have similar large-z behaviors and
do not change significantly the quality of the fit and t
conclusions which follow.
Equations~14! and ~15! contain now known functions—
the unpolarized distribution and fragmentation functio
computable elementary dynamicsdŝ/d t̂ and DNNŝ—and
unknown functions—DNDp/c andP
a/p↑ — parametrized in a
simple way, Eqs.~17!, ~20!–~22!, and ~23!, in terms of the
four parametersN, a, b, andPu/d .
We have computedAN , Eq. ~1!, as a function ofxF in









ing data forp↑p˜p6,0 processes@3#; in our computation the
pT of the produced pion in thep p c.m. frame has been fixe
to pT51.5 GeV/c, the average transverse momentum of t
data. We obtain that theDNDval function which best fits the
data is given by Eqs.~17! and ~20! with
N520.22




21~12z!1.2 for z.0.97742, ~25!s-
of
-
where z50.977 42 is the value at whichuDNDval(z,k'
0 )u
52Dval(z). Dval(z) is taken from Ref.@21#. The best fit
value ofPu/d turns out to be
Pu/d520.76. ~26!
The corresponding fit is shown in Fig. 2. The fit is qua
tatively good and satisfactory—one should not forget that
are considering an extreme situation, with only the Coll
effect taken into account and a simplek' dependence in
DND(z,k'); however, the last points at largexF values seem
difficult to fit. In our computationAN˜0 whenxF˜1, due
FIG. 2. Single spin asymmetry for pion production,p↑ p
˜ p X. The data points are the E704 experimental single s
asymmetries@3# for p1 ~diamonds!, p0 ~squares!, and p2 ~tri-
angles!. The solid line is our best fit forp1, the dashed line forp0,
and the dotted line forp2, obtained under the assumption of th
Collins effect only.e
s
to the fact thatk'
0 (z)˜0 when z˜1, Eq. ~17!. We can
obtain the best results only by lettingDND(z,k'
0 ) be as large




In Fig. 3 we plot the ratioDNDval(z,k'
0 )/2Dval ; it shows
the elementary left-right asymmetry, in the fragmentation











FIG. 3. The ratio betweenuDNDvalu and twice the valence un
polarized fragmentation functionD, Eq. ~28!, as a function ofz.
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N u has to reach the maxi
mum value 1 at largez; smaller values would give too sma
values ofAN at largexF .
This was not the case when relying only on the Siv
effect@2,4#. In Fig. 4 we plot the value of the left-right asym
FIG. 4. The ratio betweenuDNf valu and twice the valence unpo
larized distribution functionf, Eq. ~29!, as a function ofx. The solid
line refers tou quarks and the dashed line tod quarks. Notice that










0 !2 f̂ q/p↓~x,k'
0 !
f̂ q/p↑~x,k'








as obtained from Ref.@4# for u andd valence quarks.1
By comparing Figs. 3 and 4 we see that a small elem
tary left-right asymmetryÂu,d/p
N in the proton distribution
alone allows one to fit the data onAN @3,4#; instead, one
needs a much bigger~at largez! left-right asymmetryÂp/q
N in
the quark fragmentation alone in order to fit the same d
Moreover, the fit obtained here with the largeÂp/q
N might
show some difficulty at the largestxF values. If such a dis-
crepancy should be confirmed by further data it would b
significative indication towards the importance of spin a
k' dependences in distribution functions.
We also notice that in the simple model proposed by C
lins for DND @6#, one finds thatÂp/q
N
˜0 whenz˜1; such a
model could not explain the observed values ofAN .
The reason for the different results due solely toDNf @2,4#
or DND ~this paper! can be qualitatively understood by look
ing again at Eq.~10! and it turns out to be very interesting, a
it is due to the different dynamical contributions in the tw
cases: let us compare Eq.~19! with its analog for the Sivers














heIn the expression forAN Eqs. ~19! or ~30! have to be
divided by the unpolarized cross section which containsf, D,
anddŝ/d t̂. Now, it turns out that not onlyDNNŝ is smaller
thandŝ/d t̂, but also the cancellation between the two ter
in square brackets is stronger forDNNŝ, Eq. ~19!, than for
dŝ/d t̂, Eq.~30!. This explains why fitting the data requires
much bigger value ofuDNDu/2D than uDNf u/2f .
We finally comment on the value found forPu/d which




521/3, so thatPu/d522. We find here
that, indeed, theu andd valence quark polarizations inside
polarized proton have opposite signs, but thed polarization
is, in magnitude, slightly bigger than theu polarization,
Eq. ~26!.
IV. APPLICATION TO OTHER PROCESSES, p̄↑p˜pX
AND p↑p˜KX
We now apply theDNDval(z,k'
0 ) we have obtained by
fitting the E704 experimental data on pion production,s
predict single spin asymmetries in other processes.
Recently the E704 Collaboration at Fermilab has p
sented results on single spin asymmetries for inclusive p
duction of pions also in the collision of transversely pola
ized antiprotons off a proton target@22#. The kinematical
conditions are the same as in the case of polarized pro
@3#. Within our model the connection between single sp
asymmetries with polarized protons or antiprotons is v
simple: since only valence quark contributions are taken i
account, we just have to exploit the charge conjugation re
tions ~21! and ~22! for the DND and similar ones for the
Pq̄/ p̄
↑
. In particular, this means that we should expect
1Notice that, due to a mistake in the writing of the paper, t
values ofNa given in Eq.~9! of Ref. @4# are wrong and have to be










































Our results are shown in Fig. 5, and indeed they ag
with Eq. ~31!. The experimental data are in very good agre
ment with our predictions forp1 and somewhat smaller tha
our predictions forp0 and p2, although the overall agree
ment is good. The expectations~31! are essentially based o
charge conjugation invariance and the dominance of cer
elementary dynamical contributions and it is difficult to s
how they could not be true; we expect that further data b
on p↑p˜pX and p̄↑p˜pX should lead to a better agree
ment with Eq.~31!.
We consider now the case where charged and neutra
ons are detected in the final state,p↑p˜KX; the kinematical
conditions are the same as for the other processes. Lack
determination ofDND(z,k'
0 ) for the fragmentation of quark
into kaons we assume that theDNDval are the same forK and
p production, up to a different normalization factor whic










1dz Dh/q(z). We have used unpolarized kao
fragmentation function sets from Refs.@21,23–25# and have
computed the appropriate normalization factor^NK&/^Np&
for each set.
We should keep in mind that here only largex valence
quarks from the initial polarized proton are taken into a
count: this means that contribution from strange quarks fr
the polarized proton sea are completely neglected and
production of kaons is through nonstrange quarks only. T
FIG. 5. Single spin asymmetry for pion production inp̄↑ p
˜ p X. The data points are the E704 experimental single s
asymmetries@22# for p1 ~diamonds!, p0 ~squares!, and p2 ~tri-
angles!. The solid line is the result of our model~with Collins effect









eventual role of strange polarized quarks~and antiquarks!
could only be studied within a more refined model for t
transversely polarized distribution functions,h1(x)
5Pq/p
↑
f q/p(x), where contributions fromq5s and s̄ are




NDval , the con-
tribution of strange quarks toAN is negligible at largexF , as
f s/p(xa) is small at largexa values.
Figure 6 shows the results we obtain forAN in the pro-
duction of either charged or neutral kaons, (K11K2)/2 and
(K01K̄0)/2, respectively. The positive values ofAN refer to
charged kaons, while the negative ones to neutral ones
values obtained are large for all sets of unpolarized fragm
tation functions, whose features are further discussed in
@4#. Notice that the different sets of fragmentation functio
give qualitatively similar results, contrary to the findings
Refs.@4#, where, for neutral kaons, the results show a stro
dependence on the choice of the fragmentation functions
Let us stress once more that these results forK p oduction
are rather qualitative and are based on the simple assum
about the form ofDNDK/q(z,k'
0 ), Eq.~32!; nevertheless, they
clearly show howAN might be large and measurable also f
p↑p˜KX processes and its measurement should give m
information about the Collins effects in the fragmentation
a polarized quark into a kaon.
V. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Single spin asymmetries in inclusive hadron product
can be explained within QCD; they are twist-3 effects whi
can be large and measurable in thepT range of few GeV/c.
n
FIG. 6. Single spin asymmetry, as predicted by our model~with
Collins effects only!, for the production of charged~upper curves!
and neutral~lower curves! kaons, (K11K2)/2 and (K01K̄0)/2,
respectively. The solid lines correspond to the BKK1 set of un
larized fragmentation functions@21#, the dashed lines correspond
the BKK2 set @23#, the dotted lines to the GR set@24#, and the








































PHENOMENOLOGY OF SINGLE SPIN ASYMMETRIES INp↑p˜pX PHYSICAL REVIEW D 60 054027Several possible origins—leading to the introduction of n
basic functions—have been discussed in the literature, b
clear and comprehensive understanding has not been rea
yet: more theoretical and experimental work is still nec
sary.
In this paper and previously in Refs.@2# and @4# we at-
tempt a consistent phenomenological description and com
tation of single spin asymmetries based on the QCD pa
model and the introduction of fundamental spin asymmet
at the quark level, both in the splitting of polarized proto
into quarks, Eq.~2!, and in the fragmentation of polarize
quarks into hadrons, Eq.~4!. The link between this approac
and other approaches based on the introduction of pa
correlation functions@10,26# and/or gluonic poles@12# has to
be clarified. As suggested by Ratcliffe@26# the data might
also be analyzed using a general parametrization of the
tonic correlators.
In Ref. @2# we showed how the so-called Sivers effe
alone could account for data onAN and we derived an ex
plicit expression for the functionDNf ; here we have shown
that also the Collins effect—with some more difficulties
can account for the same data, and we have obtaine
explicit expression for the functionDND. We have also in-
troduced a general formalism which includes both effec
Eq. ~10!.
Their relative importance has to be established by furt
experimental data; single spin asymmetries could be m
sured in the near future at the Jefferson Lab, DESYep col-

















processes in which only one of the two effects is expecte
be active: in semi-inclusive DIS,l p↑˜l hX, and ing* p↑
˜hX, initial-state interactions are suppressed by hig
powers ofaem and single spin asymmetries should origina
only from the fragmentation of a final polarized quark@28#.
It would be very interesting to have data on such proces
On the other hand, processes such asp↑N˜gX and
p↑N˜m1m2X could exhibit single spin asymmetries on
due to spin- andk'-dependent distribution functions@4# or
quark-gluon correlations@8,12,29#; also data on these pro
cesses would be of great help.
A comprehensive phenomenological description and
physical understanding of subtle single spin effects, wit
perturbative QCD and a simple factorization model, see
indeed possible; more data should allow the determinatio
new basic distribution and fragmentation functions, allowi
genuine predictions for new processes and a deeper kn
edge of the nucleon structure and the hadronization me
nism. More theoretical work, towards a true generalization
the factorization theorem to include transverse momenta
also needed and might be motivated by our phenomenol
cal study.
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